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Girls’ High School and College, Prayagraj 

Assignment-2 

Session 2020-2021 

Class X ABCDEF 

Subject- Geography 

 
INSTRUCTIONS: The parents to ensure that their ward watches video Part I and II, 

instructions for this assignment by clicking on the given links: 

https://youtu.be/AwIhSPOOBWM and https://youtu.be/bqlGkfEzhZc  she should revise the 

topic given in the book and then work on the assignment. The completed assignment is to be 

downloaded and filed/pasted in the subject file /copy and kept ready for submission. The day, 

date and procedure of the submission shall be notified later.  

 

I. Study the extract of the Survey sheet no.45D/7, Eastings 91-100 and Northings 73-83(pg 

no.52, year 2013) in A Textbook of I.C.S.E Geography- class10 by Veena Bhargava and 

answer the following questions:  

 

1. Calculate the area enclosed by Eastings 92 to 98 and Northings 77to 81.  

2. Calculate the area of region which lies to the south of Northings 78 in square kilometers. 

3. Calculate the direct distance in kilometers between Sangla (9274) and Antroli (9576). 

4. Calculate the distance in kilometers along the cart tract between Antroli (9576) and 

     Bantawada (9978) 

5. Name the type of drainage pattern in grid square 9574. 

6. Name the type of drainage pattern in grid square 9382.  

7. Name any two man made features found in grid square 9774.  

8. Name one natural feature found in grid square 9779 and 9479.  

9. Name a relief feature that can be seen in grid square 9782.  

10. Name a relief feature that can be seen in grid square 9977. 

11. What does white patch in grid 9681 indicate?  

12. State the direction in which the main river i.e. Banas is flowing. Give one evidence for 

      your answer. 

13. At which bank of this main river is the tributary (Balaram Nadi) flowing?  

14. What does the following denote: Black vertical line running along with 93 easting?  

15. What do you understand by 12r in the grid square 9878? 

16. What does black curved lines in grid square 9879 indicate?  

17. What does number 220 in grid square 9574 indicate?  

18. Give two evidences to prove that the region experiences seasonal rainfall. 

19. Calculate the direct distance in kilometers between Rampura (9580) and Antroli (9576). 

20. What does 94 in red in grid square 9973 indicate?  

https://youtu.be/AwIhSPOOBWM
https://youtu.be/bqlGkfEzhZc
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END 


